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A Post-Break Summary of
All Things Brexit, Pandemic
and Publishing

T

he two biggest events
of the year 2020 for the
publishing world? The
COVID-19 pandemic
that still has Britain in its grip
and, when many of us were
putting mince pies and a glass
of sherry out for old St Nick, the
UK and EU agreed on a postBrexit trade deal.
On 24 December 2020 at 3:01
p.m., Boris Johnson tweeted:

The deal was welcomed by The
Publishers Association (PA) in
a tweet by The Bookseller less
than one hour after the PM’s
tweet. Stephen Lotinga, the PA
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chief executive, said that a deal
was always the preferred option
and stressed the importance
of Europe for the publishing
industry: “Europe is one of UK
publishing’s most important
markets, accounting for a
third of our book exports, so
maintaining seamless trade is
of the utmost importance to the
industry.” The deal is hoped to
continue the UK’s status as the
largest exporter of books.
However, on 4 January,
the immediate
joy became relief
intermingled with
concern over the
“maze” ahead. Heads
of larger publishers
spoke of their relief
and appeared upbeat
in the wake of the
agreement; indie
publishers did not
mirror their feelings.
Bluemoose Books
and Galley Beggar
Press revealed a
more sombre outlook,
with concerns of how
welcoming England is
to other cultures.
The Society of Authors, as
well as the PA, also looked
at what this meant for
copyright laws. They remain

“cautiously optimistic” that
the deal is committed on
both sides to maintaining the
World Intellectual Property
Organisation Treaties and The
Agreement on Trade-Related
Aspects of Intellectual Property
Rights standards, but the UK
Government is showing a
concerning lack of support for
the EU Copyright Directive.
With the end to freedom of
movement and the introduction
of visa and work permits,
freelancers working with
European companies or authors
may have a complicated and
extended “working from home”
environment.
The news also sparked a
response from The Alliance
of Independent Authors, who
were concerned about what
this means for indie authors
distributing their own books
and the customs declaration
papers this will involve. The
COVID-19 pandemic brings its
own logistical complications to
this matter for indie authors as
post offices will be experiencing
longer queues, and helping
people with their documents
may be more difficult due to
restrictions.

The Pandemic’s Impact
on Publishing

S

peaking of COVID-19,
no 2020 review would
be complete without
an examination of the
effects of the pandemic on
publishing. No industry was
immune to both the economic
and emotional toll of the virus:
the pandemic threatened to
wipe out a decade of growth
for independent bookshops
and forced the postponement
of countless new releases.
Long-anticipated events in the
industry, such as the London
and Frankfurt book fairs, were
cancelled or scaled down to
virtual events. Most employees,
too, have been working from
home since March of last
year, despite brief hints of a
return to the office during
the autumn. Though this has
been challenging, it has also
undoubtedly changed the
way the publishing industry
operates for good. Flexible
working demands and a

desire to spend more time with
friends and family have driven a
permanent shift to more remote
working.
For independent bookshops,
publishers and agencies,
the pandemic amplified the
divide between the industry’s
biggest players and everyone
else. Whilst Penguin Random
House were preparing to
buy Simon & Schuster and
Hachette reported a “stellar”
third quarter, hundreds of
other small bookshops were
considering the viability and
future of their stores. Despite a
brief respite during the summer
and Christmas periods, when
book lovers were welcomed
back into physical stores, the
UK’s independent bookshops
have adapted to new ways
of working whilst competing
with online giants such as
Amazon. They have come up
with imaginative new ways

to run their businesses and
serve customers during the
unprecedented world we
have found ourselves in, from
offering free home delivery
services to migrating book
clubs online.
However, despite all its
obvious negative effects, the
pandemic also showed us just
how much books are valued by
the public. At the beginning of
the pandemic, in the spring of
2020, the BBC announced that
people were stockpiling books.
Sales of fiction had risen by a
third, while children’s education
went up by 234% to the thirdhighest level on record. People
sought escapism and education
through the written word and
continue to do so during the
UK’s third lockdown. The path
out of the pandemic in 2021
may look uncertain, but the
industry’s resilience and public
demand for literature offer a
beacon of hope.
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The Duchess
of Cornwall to
Launch an Online
Reading Room

O

n 01 January 2020,
the Duchess of
Cornwall announced
her plans to launch
a book club that would try
to encourage readers of all
ages to discover new authors.
The Duchess of Cornwall’s
Reading Room will launch on
15 January via Instagram, with
Camilla, Duchess of Cornwall,
recommending four books for
the winter season.

inspired the Reading Room.
The books chosen by Camilla
ranged from the modern fantasy
novel The Secret Commonwealth
by Philip Pullman, which she
called “storytelling at its best”,
to A Tale Of Two Cities by Charles
Dickens.

Each recommended book will
also have exclusive content
from the authors and Camilla
discussing the works in
question.

Despite this, the initiative has
already gained lots of attention.
The Instagram account has
received support from author
and artist Charlie Mackesy, who
talked about his book The Boy,
The Mole, The Fox and The Horse
on an Instagram post.

Inspired by the success of the
reading lists published by Her
Royal Highness at Easter and
during the summer of 2020, the
channel will offer new seasons
of book recommendations, as
well as providing exclusive
insight from the authors
themselves, in a community
space for book lovers of all
ages, abilities and backgrounds.
The reading lists the Duchess
published at Easter, which
received a positive response,
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However, the titles for the first
winter season of the Reading
Room won’t be disclosed until
15 January.

It is worth noting that this
type of initiative is not new.
The world of book promotion,
particularly on digital platforms,
has long been used by
bookstagrammers and book
bloggers alike. However, the
Duchess of Cornwall’s Reading
Room will offer a new type of
royal exposure for books.
Whilst the reading list has not
yet been disclosed, it would be

Can Reading Help Overcome
Loneliness?

great to see a variety of books
from diverse authors and indie
presses on the Duchess’s list.
The project has been described
as “a community space for book
lovers of all ages, abilities and
backgrounds.” If the project
truly reflects this, it could
become a great resource for the
online book community.
In the past, the Duchess of
Cornwall has helped launch
two National Literacy Trust
digital platforms for parents and
teachers to support children
affected by COVID-19. The
trust helped launch the Virtual
Library to give primary school
children an online library. We
hope that this project is just as
beneficial for readers as it is for
authors and who are struggling
to sell many books this year.
Ultimately, we’re excited to
see how this project grows and
hope to keep you updated in
due course.

I

n the wake of a
third national
lockdown,
many people
will suffer from
loneliness, finding
themselves with more time
on their hands over the winter
months. In recognition of the
continuing impact on people’s
mental health, The Reading
Agency has been awarded
a £5m Arts Council grant to
expand its “Reading Well”
project, which will allow the
scheme to donate more mental
health books to libraries
across the UK. Meanwhile, the
“Reading Friends” programme
helps connect people with
others through books.
This comes on top of the
£750m package that the
government dedicated to
tackling loneliness during the
first wave of the pandemic.
The Society’s website stated:
“The funding will be targeted
at sectors that are well-known
for having the power to bring
people and communities
together such as the arts,
libraries, charities and radio.

“will have reached
epic proportions,”
particularly
amongst those
over 60.
It will be a lifeline to cultural
organisations, charities and
local community groups
who are delivering muchneeded work to ensure no one
feels isolated in their local
community.”
This financial package will
provide immediate and targeted
relief to the people who are
most at risk.
Evaluations of the impact
that these schemes have had
prove that putting money
into encouraging people to
read together is a worthwhile
venture. A survey of those
who participated in “Reading
Friends” revealed that 83%
felt more connected to other
people after taking part in the
scheme.
The Reading Agency undertakes
vital work in ensuring that the
extent of the problem is widely
recognised. Their “A Society of
Readers” report found that by
2030, the issue of loneliness

How can reading assist with
loneliness?
The power of reading to do
just that has been proven
tenfold since last March.
Whilst reading has sometimes
been perceived as a solitary
hobby, the online culture that
has grown around books has
proven the opposite. From
bookstagram to BookTok,
digital events and book clubs
have shown that reading is
an inherently social activity.
Books are made to be
talked about with friends
and family and whilst many
people still can’t be together,
swapping opinions and
recommendations over a
Zoom call can make a huge
difference to those people
who are struggling. At a
time when we all need a bit
of an escape from reality,
losing ourselves in faraway
worlds and larger-than-life
characters provides welcome
distraction from the news and
financial worries.
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LGBTQ+ Book Releases
We’re Excited for in
2021

Though 2020 was a somewhat
difficult year, we can finally
start to place it behind us
and look forward to the truly
tantalizing LGBTQ+ literature
set to be released this year.

Outlawed by Anna North
Out 5 January
Outlawed is a novel that
addresses several issues
surrounding patriarchy and
homophobia, following in the
footsteps of The Handmaid’s
Tale with its discussion of
the politics surrounding
fertility. In an alternative
1890s-era America, a powerful
strain of the flu has wiped
out the vast majority of
the population. Those who
remain have gravitated to a
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devoutly conservative strain
of Christianity that glorifies
childbirth. Barren women, such
as seventeen-year-old Ada, are
considered to be witches and
are treated unfavourably by
society as a whole. The story
follows Ada as she is eventually
welcomed into a circle of nonbinary outlaws who slowly
change her ideologies of
gender and sexuality.

The Prophets by Robert
Jones, Jr.
Out 5 January
The Prophets is another love
story that has already been
released to a great deal of
critical acclaim due to its
exceptional writing style, story
and premise. Despite this novel
marking Robert Jones Jr’s
debut as a writer, the stunning
prose that can be found within

this novel has already won
him the title of being one of
the “Best Black Male Writers
of Our Time’’ by T magazine.
Jones dares to ask the question
of what queerness would
have looked like for enslaved
African Americans during one of
America’s most frightening and
unforgiving periods of history.

Kink edited by R. O. Kwon
and Garth Greenwell
Out 9 February
Scheduled to be released just
in time for Valentine’s Day, we
have what is debatably our
raunchiest title of this article,
the aptly named Kink, through
which we explore the vast
scope of variance in gender
identity and sexual orientation
without falling too far into overt
sexualisation. The anthology
aspect of this title lends itself to

providing bite-size insights into
the world of the non-normative.
An early review on the book by
Publishers Weekly, notes that
the authors who contributed to
the book successfully delivered
on their promise to “take kink
seriously.” Other reviews also
praise the short stories included
for their ability to capture the
intricate emotionality behind
the relationships discussed
and the overall artistry of “kink
culture.”

can only imagine what harebrained antics the two will be
getting into.

Perfect on Paper by Sophie
Gonzales
Out 9 March

Last Night at the Telegraph
Club by Malinda Lo
Out 19 January

Darcy, a bisexual girl who gives
anonymous love advice to her
classmates, is hired to help
Brougham, an entitled rich guy,
win back his ex.

One Last Stop by Casey
McQuiston
Out 1 June

Milk Fed by Melissa Broder
Out 2 February

For our younger readers, we
highly suggest the Young
Adult novel One Last Stop
by Casey McQuiston for its
highly intriguing sci-fi-esque
premise. We follow the spunky,
introverted twenty-three-yearold, August Landry, as she
sheds her old, small-town past
in favour of the big-city clamour
of New York and becomes a
self-sufficient young adult.
The story follows her as she
falls for the alluring butch girl
with 1970s punk style, Jane,
who happens to be on her
daily commute. From here, the
narrative takes a shocking turn
into science fiction when we
discover that Jane has timetravelled from the past and is
now stuck in the present. We

In the midst of the Red Scare,
Lily is falling for a girl in her
class while her immigrant dad
comes under scrutiny by the
government over suspected ties
to the Communist Party.

Rachel is a twenty-four-yearold lapsed Jew who has always
struggled with her weight,
but will her ninety-day detox
from communicating with
her Orthodox Jewish mother
(as suggested by Rachel’s
therapist) and an introduction to
Miriam, help her to break away
from religious calorie-counting?

Future Feeling by Joss Lake
Out 1 June
A cynical dog-walker
inadvertently places a curse on
a young man and is forced to
travel to the Shadowlands to try
to save him.

Between Perfect and Real by
Ray Stoeve
Out April
Dean is 100% certain that he is
a trans guy but what he’s still
unsure of is whether to wait and
come out in college, or fully
embrace who he is now. Will
playing the role of Romeo in
his high school play help him
to accept his true self around
everyone else?
There are several other
phenomenal titles that we
unfortunately did not have the
space to include this time round
but will endeavour to mention
closer to their release date.
In the meantime, please feel
free to engage with us over our
many social media pages. We
look forward to hearing from
you!
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Costa Book Awards : 2020 Winners
Prior to COVID-19, coffee shops had
become a favourite bookish reading
spot. Nestle into an armchair with a
spiced latte in one hand, a great book
in the other, the white noise of cupclinking and gentle chatter around you,
and you can lose yourself for hours.
So it comes as no surprise that Costa
Coffee have honoured these beloved
bookish customers by sponsoring
the former Whitbread Book Awards
since 2006, with the renamed “Costa
Book Awards” becoming one of the
major prizes in the UK. The awards
hand out a shared prize of £60,000
between winners of five categories:
first novel, novel, biography, poetry,
and children’s, each selected by a
varying panel of three judges. Here
is a rundown of the 2020 Costa Book
Award Winners.
2020 Costa Book Award Winners
First Novel Award

Love After Love by Ingrid Persuad

Novel Award -

The Mermaid of Black Conch by Monique Roffey

Biography Award

The Louder I Will Sing by Lee Lawrence

Poetry Award

The Historians by Eavan Boland

Children’s Book Award
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Voyage of the Sparrowhawk by Natasha
Farrant

the last volume of her mesmerising work. While she
could not witness it, she would undoubtedly been
proud of such a fantastic achievement. We can
continue to honor her legacy by purchasing a copy
of her final collection.
Announced as the winner of the 2020 novel is
Monique Roffrey’s mythical masterpiece, The
Mermaid of Black Conch: A Love Story. Navigating
the love story between David Baptiste, a fisherman,
and Aycayia, a mermaid, this novel is set to the
backdrop of fictional Caribbean island called Black
Conch. Toying with archetypal romance story tropes
and narratives, this novel offers a refreshing, stark
representation of jealousy among wives and elder
women through the mythical mermaid figure.
Woven between Aycayia’s personal narrative,
Roffrey’s novel also offers a wider social criticism
of colonialism and its effects on Caribbean islands.
This novel is entirely successful in its elegant and
lyrical delivery of complex social criticism.

The winner of the first novel award is Ingrid
Persaud with her debut novel Love After
Love, published in April by Faber Books.
Set in Trinidad, the novel revolves around a
lovingly mismatched household consisting
of a mother, her son and their lodger. When
a night of spilled secrets drives them apart,
they are each forced to confront loyalty
and forgiveness. Being Trinidadian herself,
Persaud has made her literary debut with a
colourful, emotional bang. She was praised
by The Guardian as having “a knack for finding
the sublime in the ordinary.”
Winning the biography award was Lee
Lawrence’s The Louder I Will Sing. Described
as “the story of arguably one of the most
important, yet least known, events in modern
British history”, Lawrence fights for justice in
response to his mother being wrongly shot

by police, in her own home, during a raid. The
bullet fired through her spine, causing it to
shatter, changed the course of her life. This
memoir is a call to action against systemic
racism within British institutions. As described
by the Pages of Hackney, “The Louder I Will
Sing is powerful, compelling and uplifting.”
There can be no doubt as to why this powerful
biography snagged this year’s prize.
The famed Irish poet Eavan Boland came out
victorious as her poetry book, The Historians,
was announced winner of the poetry award.
Known as “one of the leading poetic voices
of both feminist and Irish literature,” Boland
once again displays her unique ability to
intertwine myth, history and the life of an
ordinary woman into award-winning poetry.
Having lost the dearly departed Eavan to a
stroke in April 2020, bringing a nearly sixtyyear career to an end, this is unfortunately

Winning the children’s book award is Voyage of
the Sparrowhawk by Natasha Farrant. The rolling
narrative of this voyage-centred novel follows
young Lotti and Ben’s escape from England in the
fallout of the First World War. They are both in
search of something different, which they believe
can be found across the Channel in France. While
this powerful children’s book offers not only an
exciting adventure for its young readers, it also offers
nuanced lessons in friendship, family, compassion
and empathy. Set to ignite a sense of curiosity and
intrigue in its young readership, it is a well-crafted
and purposeful novel.
With previous Costa Book Award winners including
Phillip Pullman, Hilary Mantel and Sebastien Barry,
this year’s prizewinners are certainly in good
company. Encased within compelling narratives
that each make a perfect read for the seasoned
bookworm, these winning books offer an assertive
and important point of view. Whether you are
interested in memoirs, adventure novels or even
books with a mythical flavour, this year’s winners will
certainly have something for you to enjoy. Of these
five winners, a nine-member judging panel will
select the Costa Book of the Year, and the winning
author will receive £30,000. Keep your ears peeled
for the announcement on 26 January.
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The Importance of

I

’m a lit mag newbie. I
stumbled across the world
of literary magazines and
journals on Twitter and,
as both a reader and hopeful
writer, I was intrigued. The indie
lit mag community is a hub of
creativity, combining multiple
art forms: poetry, prose, nonfiction, personal essays, book
reviews, graphic design and
photography, among others.
Such magazines are rarely
discussed in the world of
publishing, yet they provide
underrepresented voices with
opportunities to find their
footing in the literary world.
Literary magazines themselves
are not new. From the Nouvelles
de la republique des lettres in
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1684 to the Edinburgh Review in
1802, they’ve been around for
centuries. After an increase in
the number of journals in the
mid 20th century, the late 20th
century saw the emergence
of online lit mags, thereby
revolutionising small presses.
Lit mags rely heavily on
social media in order to gain
submissions, which are often
based on a particular theme.
While some lit mags do print
runs of each issue, others have a
solely online presence, sharing
their work for free via a blog or
website. Founder and editor of
lit mag Opia and editor at The
Publishing Post, Olga Bialasik
believes that magazines and
journals “are a really great way
of gaining publishing credits,
especially for writers whose
goal isn’t necessarily to write
a full length novel, which is a
common assumption.” Being
published in a small press
brings with it the chance to win
the Pushcart prize, honouring
the best “poetry, short fiction,
essays or literary whatnot” from
the previous year, as well as the
O. Henry Award for short stories.
These awards can provide early

recognition for writers without
the need for book deals or the
expense of self-publication in
print.

And technology isn’t the only
reason that lit mags are a step
ahead in terms of accessibility.
Independent publications are
so often disregarded by the
publishing industry in favour
of traditional print publishing,
where underrepresented writers
are consistently overlooked.
2020 saw an examination of
the lack of diversity in the
publishing industry, with L. L.
McKinney’s #PublishingPaidMe
hashtag highlighting the pay
disparity between white authors

Literary Magazines
and authors of colour. It saw
publishers paying six-figure
advances to white authors,
while award-winning Black
authors had to fight for such
salaries. Olga Bialasik also
says that magazines “offer an
opportunity to get published
that… is a lot more attainable
and accessible, particularly
for underrepresented
writers.” Opia is one of the
many magazines dedicated
to “elevating marginalised
and underrepresented
voices, including (but not
limited to) BIPOC, LGBTQ+,
women, immigrant, disabled,
neurodiverse and working-class
writers, artists and creators.”
Editors, most of whom work
voluntarily while juggling

jobs and degrees, are able to
cultivate spaces that allow
BIPOC, LGBTQ+ and disabled
people to tell their stories and
share their art in an industry
that is 76% white, 74% cis, 81%
straight and 89% non-disabled.
(Lee and Low Diversity Baseline
Survey, 2019.)
Journals and small presses
can also provide publishing
hopefuls with invaluable
experience in editing, social
media marketing and web
design. Many lit mags search
for staff via Twitter, and these
positions can almost always be
carried out remotely, meaning
that those living outside of
London can still develop
skills within a publishing
environment. These positions,
like so many in the industry, are
usually voluntary as lit mags are
almost exclusively volunteer
run. However, having your name
as part of a masthead can be a
great addition to your CV and
give great insight into the world
of digital publishing.

“The community is
wonderful, friendly and
extremely supportive…
collaborating to make
the space more, open,
honest and safe for
everyone.”

It is clear that literary
magazines are a modern
medium in publishing, taking
steps to carve out spaces
that amplify the voices that
go unheard in traditional
publishing. They bring together
art and aesthetic, and create a
sense of community for writers
of all backgrounds, while also
allowing publishing hopefuls
a chance to learn more about
e-publishing.

Check out more amazing
literary magazines below:
All Female Menu
Honey Literary
The Hysteria Collective
Kalonopia
Small Leaf Press
Stellium Literary Magazine
Stone of Madness Press
Tealight Press

With thanks to Olga Bialasik of Opia
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Feather Pen Blog

W

ith another
national
lockdown
across the
UK forcing
the high street to close once
more, Indie bookstores
need our help once
more. Emily, from Feather
Pen Blog, does just that
with her monthly online
article that focuses on
supporting independent
bookstores during and
after the pandemic.
Emily has always been
a huge reader and avid
book shopper, and she
has chatted to a number
of booksellers to ask how
they have been coping
with the recent events
of COVID-19 and the
unexpected closures
throughout 2020 and
now 2021. Emily joined
Feather Pen Blog with
independent booksellers
in mind: “I wanted to
make some kind of
resource where I could
share all the info that I
have – including how best to
help.”
The Feather Pen Blog has been
running since December, with a
new post out on the 8th of every
month, and Emily explains “I
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to be honest this slight setback
of not being able to visit shops
has just widened my scope for
things I could talk about.”
Taking these challenges in
her stride, Emily is looking
forward to the potential
easing out of lockdown
restrictions in February
so that she will be
able to go ahead with
her plan of creating a
guide of the best indie
bookshops in different
areas of the country.
This would of course
involve lots of weekends
away and travelling to
explore these different
bookstores. “I went to
university in York so I
can’t wait to revisit all
my favourite places
there and write about
them!” At the moment,
Emily writes for the
blog independently, but
“Aysel, who’s in charge of
the blog, is a great editor
and is always fun to chat
to!”
was planning on interviewing
and photographing a different
bookshop in each article, but
obviously that’s proving slightly
harder than planned. Going
forward I’m going to be doing a
few interviews over email, but

In terms of blogs and
magazines that have inspired
Emily, she gives a nice nod to
The Publishing Post. “Obviously
I’m a fan of The Publishing Post,
as it’s where I get a lot of career
info and inspiration from. I’m

also subscribed to SYP (The
Society of Young Publishers),
which I find really helps me out
a lot as I’m trying to make it in
publishing. I spend a lot of time
on bookstagram and follow
some accounts which I really
love on there – it’s so nice to
have a community where we
can recommend and discuss
the latest books out!”
In terms of sending submissions
to the blog, Emily advises that
the blog “is always looking for
submissions of fiction, poetry
and lifestyle sections, and it’s
open to considering pitches
for new columns. If you’d like
to write something, just send
featherpen-blog@hotmail.com
an email.”
Emily thinks this surge in
creative projects by publishing
hopefuls has been one of the
only upsides to the pandemic.
“All the time that people have to
spare at the moment is letting
them begin to think creatively.
I started my bookstagram
account in May of last year
during lockdown and although
I did it mainly because I wanted
something fun to do, I’m so glad
I did as it’s turned into so much
more than just something on
the side! For people looking to
get into publishing, job hunting
is so tough at the moment and

having something that
you’re doing creatively
shows your dedication
I think, making you a
lot more attractive to
employees.”
When asked as to whether
she is looking to work in
the publishing industry
and what her ideal role be,
Emily replied, “I’m looking
for a role in the publishing
industry at the moment,
preferably something
in marketing and publicity.
I’ve done a lot of work with
children’s books this year,
so I’d love to continue that!”
Thanks so much to Emily for
answering our questions!
Here’s to a time out of
lockdown. Let’s hope our
indie bookstores hang in
there and that we continue
to support them as best as
we can by ordering online
and through bookshop.org.
I hope this inspires others
to create projects of their
own!
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Upskilling for the
Rights Department
A new year has begun, which means a new addition to our department series at the upskilling team! We
covered a lot of ground last year, but we wanted to finish off this series in 2021, featuring a few more
departments that we think are important to acknowledge. With translated co-editions being published in
different territories, rights are a key part of international sales. For those who might have an interest in rights,
there are a variety of skills that you can develop in preparation for your first job. Here are our top tips...

Job-specific Advice
Administrative skills are key to most publishing jobs. Maintaining your
personal admin in an organised and proactive way is one way that
you can prepare for an ofwfice environment, remote or otherwise.
This is particularly important in the rights department. When writing
contracts between authors, publishers and other stakeholders in
the publishing process, you need a meticulous eye for detail.

Introduction to Children’s Publishing is another recorded webinar
on Nosy Crow’s YouTube channel. This talk features Senior Rights
Manager Michaela Pea, covering the skills that are required for a
job in rights and what her specific role involves.

Online Resources
As always, please don’t feel like it’s compulsory to have completed
numerous online courses before your first publishing role, because
most companies provide in-house training. However, if you have
a particular interest in a specific area, here are some of our
recommendations:
Though not necessary for entry-level positions, it may be useful
to have a solid understanding of ‘Copyright Essentials’, including
rights and permissions. This paid course from The Publishing
Training Centre offers insight into the basics and beyond.

Microsoft Office skills, especially Excel, are essential. Creating
invoices and processing orders, as well as maintaining internal
database systems and tracking production information, could all
be part of an entry-level position. A knowledge of these areas could
really give your application that competitive edge!

If you’re super keen on getting to grips with the details, you could
check out this free Future Learn course that explores both the
history and the importance of copyright.

While language skills are not mandatory, having a second
language under your belt could definitely help you when working in
international rights. If you have an interest in foreign languages and
linguistics, why not look for online courses to boost your fluency in
your chosen language(s)?

Listening to international book podcasts can improve your global
perspective of the literary world. From the UK and the US to Africa,
here are some highly recommended podcasts:

Despite some dates being subject to change due to the pandemic,
commercial awareness can be gained at book fairs such as Bologna
(June), London (July), Beijing (August), Frankfurt (October) and
Shanghai (November). Since so many industry events are virtual
during COVID-19, we recommend following these events on social
media to hear the latest news.
Bonus tip! Educating yourself on cultural values and beliefs around
the globe is key to understanding what types of titles may or may
not sell or translate across worldwide territories.

Online Resources
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The SYP London Autumn Virtual Conference 2020 had a full week
of comprehensive panel and webinar discussions across various
publishing specialisms. If you missed it, there is a series of blog
posts that accompanied the conference, including a conversation
with a Rights Assistant!

Top Podcast
Recommendations

The Guardian Books offers weekly insights into the book world. This
includes interviews with authors around the world, book reviews
and discussions about consumer publishing trends.
London Review Bookshop features recordings of live events
including readings, debates and a variety of special guests with
over 200 episodes so far.
Not Another Book Podcast takes a dive into the African literary
scene. These refreshing, humorous discussions about African
authors and their titles explore explore the meanings of recent
publications.

Getting subscriptions to Publishing Perspectives and The Bookseller
will keep you up to date with industry news such as international
sales and rights developments across the publishing sphere.

The Book Review, hosted by the New York Times, interviews critics,
authors and journalists about the weekly bestsellers and more
broadly explores the literary world. Click here for a list of previous
episodes.

How to Get Into Publishing powered by Book Machine is a recorded
webinar now available on the Society Young Publishers (SYP)’s
YouTube channel. It covers several publishing sectors, including
rights and licensing with Sabby Kaur (Content Licensing Manager,
Emerald Publishing).

Thanks for reading our feature on the rights department. Be sure to keep your eyes peeled
for Issue 15, where we will cover upskilling for publicity and PR!
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TRANSLATOR SPOTLIGHTS:
An Interview

with

Fr a nk Wy nne

Our Translator Spotlights series sees us interview translators
about their unique insights and perspectives on the field of
translation today.
Former bookseller and comic editor, Frank Wynne began translating in the 1990s. Today, he is
an award-winning and Man Booker International-shortlisted translator and author specialising
in French and Hispanic literature. His book, I Was Vermeer, which recounts the life of master art
forger Han Van Meegeren, was translated from English into four languages. He has also edited
Found In Translation, an anthology of one hundred short stories in translation, and Queer, an
anthology collecting 2,000 years of LGBTQ+ writing from around the world (published by Head of
Zeus in January 2021).

What advice would you give
aspiring translators?

Photo credit:
Nick Bradshaw

Istros, Peirene etc.) who have championed
literature in translation and can often be
more receptive to approaches from emerging
translators than the Big Five publishers.
Never give up, nurture your dreams, but
temper them by knowing the industry.
When it comes to pitching a book to an
editor, passion is crucial, talent is essential,
but so too is a command of facts: contact
the original publisher and ask how many
copies it sold, how many countries have acquired
foreign rights. Stieg Larsson was published in
English not simply because of his success in
Sweden, but because his books were also hugely
successful in Germany and France. Like many
creative professions, whether music, acting, or
professional football, literary translation is a
journey, enjoy the trip.

When translating, how important is
it to be able to collaborate with the
original author?
If at all possible, I try to. Authors differ on how
much they collaborate. Many are enthusiastic
collaborators, others feel that once they’ve

Be patient: unfortunately, literary
translation is still a profession in which
who you know can be as important as
what you are capable of. Get to know
other emerging translators in the
community through networks like the
Emerging Translators Network and
become an associate member of the
Translators Association. Through them
you will also get to know the editors
and publishers who buy foreign rights.
Translation may be a vocation, but it
exists as part of an industry, one that
you should get to understand. It’s
important to know which editors buy
international fiction and what kind of
books they buy, crucial skills like how
to read a contract (the TA will help
with this), what advance/royalties you
should expect.
There are many ways to get to
know editors; you can offer to read
and report for editors (they usually
commission reader’s reports before buying
foreign rights in a title).
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Also, get to know publishers in your
source language; many of them
commission sample translations
in the run-up to the London and

Frankfurt book fairs to help sell foreign rights.
Offer to do samples (make sure you get paid!).
Look to publishers you admire, those whose
books you’d love to translate. The publishing
landscape has changed drastically in the past
twenty years, mostly thanks to a fleet of indies
(And Other Stories, Charco Press, Fitzcarraldo,

written the book, their work is done. I always
prepare a list of questions and comments to send
to an author; it is their decision how to respond.
In my experience, occasional authors with a
limited command of English can focus too much
on trying to “re-write” the English, whereas

writers who are also translators (something much
more common in other countries) understand
that translation is an act of interpretation, of
ventriloquism.
Working with
Javier Cercas
on The Impostor
was a joy: he
was never
hesitant to make
suggestions,
but constantly
reassured
me that the
translation of
it was my text,
not his. With
a handful of
authors, collaboration has grown into friendships
that I truly cherish.

“ the most

important
thing about
translation
is voice ”

Having translated a host of different
writers, does your approach change
per author?
The most important thing about translation is
voice. You need to listen for it much like you
would in a piece of music or a song. Keep the
brutal consonance or the purring cadence of a
phrase or a piece of dialogue. Listen for register;
is it overweening, educated, formal, slangy,
laconic? Like an actor, you need to wonder
“would my character say this?” Listen for rhythm,
be attentive to cultural allusions. The point when
you happen on that voice is like a light switch
being turned on, everything is illuminated.
Translation, like writing itself, is a process; the
art of revision: the first draft is like a rehearsal in
which you find a voice that matches the original,
making subsequent drafts (usually) easier.
Despentes’ Vernon Subutex trilogy for example
is written in what we call “third-person limited”
(though narrated in the third person, each chapter
takes the point of view of the central character).
This means that each chapter takes on a different
voice. Modiano is very different, his style is
sparse and laconic, and almost all of his novels
are written in a singular style (what French critics
call Modiano’s petite musique); there is a stillness
and a silence in his work, even in their moments
of great drama or tragedy. Although working
with an author over many books, you come to
recognise their voices and styles, like colours on
an artist’s palette. Still, every book,
every character is new, and requires
me to think again, to shift my approach
The only constant is change.
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Positive Reinforcement
for Writers: Let’s be Kind!
Have you ever received a
faceless response to a piece
of your writing that you felt at
the time flowed from your brain
like typed gold dust? I certainly
have. In fact, I’ve changed that
opening sentence about five
times and I still don’t like it.
Words that sometimes trickle
rather than flow and sentences
that we sometimes can’t finish
for weeks. It’s hard work, so let’s
be kind. I want to talk about
positive reinforcement in our
reading and writing community,
and how it is something that
we should all be commonly
practising.
I, like most writers I know, am
my own biggest critic. Although,
there are some days where I’m
my biggest fan too. When push
comes to shove and when my
writing becomes anything more
than a thoughtless doodle, I feel
hesitant, restrained, somewhat
controlled by an overwhelming
unease at the frightening

prospect of others reading
my words. It’s not easy for any
writer, having to face the coldhearted reality of rejection, and
the abhorrent competitiveness
of the scary, faceless ghouls
who cause this rejection. In
reality, these ‘ghouls’ are just
people. Most of the time they
are the loveliest people that
an overly anxious heart could
desire, probably wishing that
they could make everybody’s
individual dreams a reality. But
they have a job to do, and as
much as it hurts us sometimes,
they do it beautifully.
In such a competitive field, it is
no surprise that most of us will
be rejected too many times than
we care to mention. But I think
it is important to remember
that this isn’t a bad thing, it’s a
process, it’s a new skill, and you
don’t swim with the sharks the
second you earn your Kellogg’s
100m distance badge.

I have never been accepted for
my many novel attempts, neither
have I won any awards for my
countless short stories, but I’m
in love with writing and that love
only strengthens over time. Why?
People are kind, that’s why.
Positive feedback from
bloggers, storytellers, sharers
and everybody in-between is
important! Trust me when I say
this, it really is. A simple smile or
heartfelt comment can make a
writer’s week. We, as people who
live in the pocket of relentless
rejection, need to know that
our stories matter. Constructive
criticism and positive
reinforcement are my favourite
tools. A simple like, a discussion
about a character, a suggestion
about a wider reaching story or
any words of encouragement
help us to grow. It reminds us
that we share one thing, that all
of us do this imaginative hobby
for two overlapping reasons, love
and passion!

It’s striking to see just how
much writers care about
people they have made up.
You’re telling me that two
days ago you didn’t know
this character’s name, and
today you care about them
too much to kill them off (as
such was the savage plan).
You’re telling me that you
haven’t smiled all day, apart
from when User 778 replied,
“loved the ending to your
short story?” 100%. You’re
telling me that you thought
about quitting before you
found a safe space to discuss
your passion for writing? Too.
Bloody. Right. All of this, and
so much more is what keeps
a writer going.
In an age where the
keyboard has become
weaponised, facts have
become politicised and
stories of hatred make the
front pages far more often
than those of love, it has
never been so important
to be kind. To positively
reinforce our community
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and to share our passion in
a safe space is an avenue
that I feel incredibly lucky to
have found. Let’s keep the
door wide open, take it off
its hinges, in fact. Say yes
to weird and wacky stories,
say yes to passion and the
magic of words. We have
a duty as members of our
community to protect it;
to shield it from the times
when we do paraphernalia
that doesn’t fill our heart
with joy, to be constructive
and compassionate in our
reviews of stuff we hate.
There are things we won’t
like that sell a million copies
worldwide. I hate peanut
butter, but that doesn’t
mean that there isn’t a fresh
jar in our cupboard every
week.
Words are powerful.
More powerful than we
could possibly believe.
They are timeless to
societies, communities
and individuals. And we,
as individuals, remember

most those comments
that make us feel inferior,
subdued and unworthy
of our passions. They
can bring a strong
goliath to their knees
and keep them there,
but kind words can
raise a shy individual
above the clouds. Mean
words can prevent
people from sharing, but
compassionate responses
can bring out the most
booming of smiles
upon our faces. Be kind,
because everybody is
fighting their own battle.
They may be winning,
they may be losing, or
they may be taking a day
off from the havoc we all
feel rattling around in our
brains at times. But one
thing we can do is help
people with our words.
In a world that many are
not too proud of at times,
be proud of yourself, and
be proud of our beautiful
community! Happy
writing!
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Sales and Marketing Assistant – Victorina Press

Job Opportunities

Closing date: 19 January | Salary: Minimum Hourly Rate | Location: Uttoxeter
Victorina Press are looking for a Sales and Marketing Assistant on a
part-time basis.

Closing date: 18 January | Salary: £24,250

You will be managing the social media accounts, updating the sales
portfolio and designing posters and adverts. You will also be helping
authors to publicise their books.

Mills and Boon are looking for a Marketing Assistant.

For more information click here

Marketing Assistant – Mills and Boon

The candidate will work on campaigns and provide admin support. They
will also create content for the social media accounts, organise blog tours,
create images and manage the blog. They will also help with preliminary
materials, metadata, compiling draft cover copy and more.

Bookseller – Wrecking Ball Press
Closing date: 22 January | Salary: £19,200 | Location: Hull

The ideal candidate must have experience of managing social media accounts; some experience
with Adobe Creative Suite is preferable. They will also be enthusiastic, passionate and have great
communication skills. They must also be creative, innovative, organised and have an eye for detail.
For more information and to apply click here

Wrecking Ball Press are looking for a Bookseller to help drive book sales and develop literature events
to increase the Wrecking Ball Press audience. The successful candidate will be focused on customer
service but will also need knowledge of the UK’s independent publishers, the shop’s stock and the
wider book market. You will help customers and be involved in ordering and displaying stock, as well
as working with publishing companies and their representatives.
Your responsibilities will include serving customers and dealing with their
enquiries, organising literature events, promoting in-store and venue events via
social media platforms and dealing with mail order, email and web-based orders.

Publicity Assistant – Scholastic
Closing date: 22 January | Salary: £21,509 | Location: London
Scholastic are hiring for a Publicity Assistant.
The ideal candidate will provide admin assistance, write press
releases and coordinate mailings. They will also schedule posts on
social media, work on campaigns and set up events.
They will need to have strong interpersonal experience, a positive
and professional attitude, be enthusiastic and organised, full of
bright ideas and be able to work in a fast-paced environment.
Apply here

Rising Star Awards – The Printing Charity
Closing date: 7 March | Prize: Up to £1,500

The ideal candidate will need experience of working in a bookshop in a public
facing role, a strong record of operational support activities and experience
working in a team. You should also have demonstrable experience of creating or
working to support literature events and initiatives or have a strong desire to do
so. You will need to be confident when talking and communicating and should be experienced and
comfortable in the use of social media platforms as a marketing and promotional tool.
Apply here

Not Quite Publishing
Courses Assistant – Jericho Writers
Salary: £21,000 | Location: Oxford (Currently remote)

The Printing Charity is championing young talent working in print, paper, publishing and packaging at
the Rising Star Awards.

Jericho Writers is looking for a part-time Courses Assistant to help with planning, implementation and
running of current and upcoming courses.

If successful, you will receive up to £1,500 towards the cost of training, professional accreditation or
equipment to support your career development. Training can also cover personal development such
as presentation, leadership, management and persuasion skills.

You will be driving sales, attending to student queries and needs and collecting feedback from
alumni. Your responsibilities will include dealing with a busy inbox, promoting the company through
emails and phone calls, tracking course sales and liaising with different departments. You will also
match potential students with the right mentor.

Applicants must be aged between 18 to 30, be a resident in the UK and be working in the sector. You
must be clear on how the award will advance your career. You are encouraged to talk to your manager,
mentor or HR department about your proposed training to be sure it is right for you and your career.
Apply here
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The ideal candidate should be proficient with MS Office, have good communication and organisational
skills and be able to adapt quickly to new digital tools. You should be able to work in a busy
environment with tight deadlines and multiple priorities and be comfortable dealing with a variety of
customers.
To apply, send a CV and covering letter to Maria at m.pace@jerichowriters.com with the
subject line ‘Courses Assistant Application’.
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Coming Up in Children’s
Fiction
With the new year comes the thrill of adding new releases to TBR (to be
read) piles. In this issue, we take a look at some of the new and exciting
titles of 2021 in children’s fiction so you don’t miss out!
Can Bears Ski? by Raymond Antrobus
Published on 4 February, Can Bears Ski? is a warm and lyrical
debut children’s book from Raymond Antrobus, a multiple
award-winning poet. Boy Bear struggles to hear the world
around him, from his friends’ conversations to the sound of
Dad Bear calling to wake up in the morning. The one thing he
can hear is the repeated question “can bears ski?” – but why
does everyone keep asking him that? He visits the audiologist
with Dad Bear and gets hearing aids, finally understanding
that what he was really being asked was “can you hear me?”
This book is deeply personal for Antrobus and illustrator
Polly Dunbar, as they both have either personal experience
with deafness or close family who does. It offers a unique
insight into what the world is like as a deaf child, and should be reassuring for deaf children verbalising
their experiences, while also helping parents, carers, teachers and other children to understand.

The Weather Weaver by Tamsin Mori
With the seasons changing, March is the perfect time for a book
like The Weather Weaver. Publishing in paperback by UCLan
Publishing on 4 March, this middle-grade fantasy tells the story
of 11-year-old Stella, who discovers her powers as a Weather
Weaver while visiting her family at home in Shetland. From
its stunning cover design to its enchanting story, The Weather
Weaver is magical in every way, and will leave you wishing you
could make friends with your own cloud.
But for Stella, being able to control the weather is not just a gift – it
becomes a battle of strength and resilience as she learns that her
ability also requires great responsibility. Combining the natural
world with mythical tales, Mori has written a classic destined to
find a place in readers’ hearts for a long time to come.
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The Runaway Girls by Jacqueline Wilson
I believe most of my generation were obsessed with Jacqueline
Wilson’s books and always will be. Her characters, along with Nick
Sharratt’s illustrations, are forever ingrained in our hearts. You can
only imagine our excitement when we found out she has written
a new book to be published this year. On 18 March, Doubleday, an
imprint of Penguin Random House Children’s Books, will release The
Runaway Girls.
Set in 1850s Victorian London, the story revolves around two girls
from polar opposite backgrounds who befriend each other in the
hope of staying away from the dreaded workhouse. Lucy Locket’s
beloved Nurse gets sent away and is replaced by a horrible governess.
Lucy is upset that no one is nice to her or any fun anymore, so she
runs away and ends up meeting Kitty Fisher, a street performer who
teaches her survival skills. But how will the girls cope together on
the mean streets of London?

Me, My Dad and the End of the Rainbow by
Benjamin Dean
Publishing on 4 February by Simon & Schuster, this heart-warming
debut from Benjamin Dean, with illustrations by Sandhya Prabhat,
is one to look out for once it hits the shelves next month. Bursting
with colour from Prabhat’s vibrant illustrations, this rainbow-filled
book for readers aged 9 and over tells the story of a young boy
called Archie, and his relationship with his dad once his parents
split up and his dad comes out as gay.
The story is full of heart and adventure as Archie sets off on a journey
with his best friends, Bell and Seb, after he finds a flyer for a Pride
festival in his dad’s pocket, opening up important conversations
about family, relationships, and the LGBTQ+ community along the
way. Benjamin Dean’s ability to embody the values of empathy,
acceptance, and human kindness makes this a joyful read, and an
exciting sign of things to come from this debut author.

The Nightsilver Promise by Annaliese Avery
The first in a brand new fantasy series known as the Celestial
Mechanism Cycle, The Nightsilver Promise follows heroine Paisley
Fitzwilliam as she races against the clock to protect her younger
brother and find her missing mother. This is a world of powerful
science and ancient dragons, where the fate of everyone’s life is
foretold by a track on their wrist, and time is running out for Paisley.
Annaliese Avery has said, “I am delighted that the stars aligned, and
The Nightsilver Promise found such a wonderful home with Scholastic
and can’t wait to share Paisley’s adventure with readers in May 2021.”
We are eagerly anticipating the chance to join Paisley on an adventure
as intricate and beautiful as the stars above.
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Not To Be Overlooked
Jew(ish) by Matt Greene

Published by Little A, December 2020
Covering topics ranging from politics, family and
love, Matt Greene’s Jew(ish) is full of past and
present viewed through the eyes of someone
who doesn’t necessarily know where he fits in his
culture, religion and society. Deeply personal and
powerful, this book definitely stays in your mind.
The book explores, and doesn’t
necessarily ever fully answer, the
question of what it means to be Jewish
in the 21st century. A trial (and error)
of reconnecting past and present,
of somehow fitting tradition into the
modern era is ever present in the book.
Though full of personal anecdotes and
the author’s exploration of his identity
as a British Jew, Jew(ish) also recalls the
heart-breaking history of the Holocaust
and wide-ranging issues connected to
the perception of those events. It asks
the question of how the memory and
trauma of the past will be affected when
first-hand witnesses and survivors are no
longer with us. The chapter describing
the author’s visit to Poland in memory
of the Holocaust and his family’s history
is equally as heart-breaking as it is
educational for those who don’t know
the history that well. Having visited
Auschwitz previously, I can testify to the stillness, the suspension of history, trauma and memory in this
place. It’s not an easy topic to read (or write) about.
While dealing with heavy and not always easy topics, Matt Greene’s book remains honest and almost
heart-warming, always highlighting the personal nature of the narrative – what we are witnessing is a
personal experience and a journey of figuring out one’s place in this culture. With politics and cultural
changes in Britain coming into the play, Jew(ish) is a timely piece worth reading. It is certainly an
interesting book, covering a range of important topics and underlining some hard truths. At the same
time, it remains deeply personal, the author’s subjective perspective at the heart of all the essays.
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Not To Be Overlooked introduces a variety of a wonderful but lesserknown books to assist readers in finding their next great reads. The column
covers nonfiction with reviews by Alicja (Jew(ish)) and Emily (Beyond The
Gender Binary).
Beyond the Gender Binary by Alok
Vaid-Menon
Published by Penguin Workshop, June 2020

Beyond the Gender Binary is small but mighty,
packing a punch for its size. Vaid-Menon joins the
Pocket Change Collective, a Penguin Random
House initiative comprising of pocket-sized books
with big ideas, coming from some of today’s
leading activists.
This book tackles gender theory in a
very accessible way and is aimed at
helping us all to be better allies to nonbinary and gender non-conforming
communities. Vaid-Menon dismantles
the Westernised notion that there are
only two genders and explores how
this binary is so ingrained in society,
forced on us before we are even born.
They illuminate how the gender binary
is destructive for everyone, from the
clothes we wear to the way that we
have been taught to behave; enforcing
the idea that men must be rational
whilst women are emotional, men
must be strong whilst women must be
weak. Furthermore, those who exist
beyond the gender binary are not
controlled by it, in turn ‘threatening’
those who are insecure about their
own gender identity. Power is defined
as “the ability to make a particular
perspective seem universal” and is
manifested by attempting to control and condemn those who deviate from it, especially non-binary and
gender non-conforming people. Toxic masculinity is a perfect example of this. Recounting their own
experiences, Vaid-Menon’s writing is so eloquent; almost every part of the book is quotable and, once
again, (spot the similarity in my last review), my highlighted copy is almost entirely neon again!
In the second part of Beyond the Gender Binary, Vaid-Menon dissects the four most common arguments
against the existence of non-binary and gender non-conforming individuals; dismissal, inconvenience,
biology and slippery slope. The fact that these individuals are still having to prove their existence shows
how much work needs to be done. The passage where Vaid-Menon explores some people’s refusal to
use inclusive terms and pronouns, whilst happily using terms such as ‘selfie’, showing how such refusal
is actually targeted prejudice is brilliant.
Ultimately, Beyond the Gender Binary is a book about kindness, acceptance, inclusion and empathy,
covering topics such as gender, queerness and issues of race. I would implore everyone
to read this important piece of literature and learn more about how we can embrace the
“ongoing transformation as a necessary part of what it means to be alive”.
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Virtual Events to Kickstart the New Year
The Shape of Darkness with
Laura Purcell
When? 21 Jan 7 p.m.
Where? Online (£4)
A silhouette artist in Victorian Bath seeks
out a renowned spirit medium in order to
speak to the dead. What secrets lie hidden
in the darkness? Join Laura Purcell as she
discusses her new novel The Shape of
Darkness.
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Breathtaking with Rachel Clarke
When? 28 Jan 7 p.m.
Where? Online (£5)
Dr Rachel Clarke is a palliative care doctor
who cared for some of the most gravely
unwell patients on the Covid-19 wards of
her hospital. Her new book, Breathtaking,
is an unflinching insider’s account of
medicine in the time of coronavirus.

Raven Leilani in conversation
with Bolu Babalola

Dare To Be You: a family event
with Matthew Syed

When? 21 Jan 7:30 p.m.
Where? Online (£5+)

When? 19 Jan 6 p.m.
Where? Online (£5)

New York Times Bestselling debut author
Raven Leilani sits down to talk about her
novel Luster on its day of UK publication.
From dead-end hook ups and crushed
ambitions to a romantic liaison, it’s a book
not to be missed.

Matthew Syed – author, broadcaster
and sportsman – sits down to talk about
Dare To Be You, his ground-breaking new
book which will help kids develop their
confidence. An event for the whole family
to enjoy.
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Mark Your Calendars: The New Events From
BookMachine Coming in 2021…
Following on from the success of their
packed programme of practical events for
publishing hopefuls and professionals in
2020, BookMachine have just announced their
schedule of events for the new year. The events
focus on helping you to grow your publishing
skill set and connect with others in the industry.
This year’s virtual events schedule has been
designed to put a spotlight on six different
areas of publishing – production, editorial, tech,
audio, marketing and design.
Speaking recently to The Publishing Post events
team, Laura Summers from BookMachine
gave us an insight into the new BookMachine
Unplugged line-up and what makes it such a
brilliant resource for publishing hopefuls:

“BookMachine Unplugged
events focus on what is
happening in the publishing
industry right now. We invite
knowledgeable speakers to
share their expertise to help
us all keep abreast of the
latest trends and success
stories.
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In large publishing houses
people are often very
focussed on one area of
the business, whether that
is marketing, editorial or
something else. In smaller
companies employees tend
to work across multiple
departments and have a
broader range of skills.
As you progress in your
publishing career you need
a deeper understanding of
how different departments
operate, and this is why
we created BookMachine
Unplugged. Each event
zooms in on a vital area of
the publishing industry, as
publishing hopefuls, please do
join us!”

Talking Production

Talking Editorial

Talking Tech

When? 10 Feb 6 p.m.
Where? Online

When? 31 March 6 p.m.
Where? Online

When? 12 May 6 p.m.
Where? Online

Join a panel of experts
across trade, non-fiction and
professional publishing as they
discuss how the production
department has adapted to
working during the ongoing
pandemic, such as navigating
working from home, dispersed
teams and other major
operational challenges, the
panel will share how their work
environment has changed over
this last year. Tickets cost £5
or are free for BookMachine
members – buy yours here.

In this event, a panel of
publishing experts will
be discussing ‘Online
Conversations and the Rise of
Influence for Commissioning’.
With social media and data
conversations having more of
an influence on the industry
than ever, how are editors
responding to reach new voices
and markets? Sign-up here to
find out (tickets are £5 or free
for BookMachine members).

Publishing has always been
a traditional industry, so
how can publishers utilise
the potential of emerging
technology and fill-in gaps in
the market? Industry analysts
and tech experts will share
insights into potential areas of
tech and they’ll be joined by
the publishers already trialling
new technology. Sign-up here
(Tickets cost £5 or free for
BookMachine members).

Talking Audio
When? 30 June 6 p.m.
Where? Online
Over the past decade, the audiobook market has
seen continual growth and it doesn’t show any
signs of slowing down. This panel will consider
the current audiobook market, looking especially
at how consumer insights have changed as we’re
all faced with the reality that working from home
is here to stay. Sign-up here (Tickets cost £5 or
free for BookMachine members).

For more information, including the dates
to add to your calendars for the Unplugged
events taking place later in the year, visit
BookMachine below:
https://bookmachine.org/events/
Twitter: @BookMachine
Instagram: _bookmachine
Facebook: BookMachine
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The Barbellion Prize
Shortlist Announced
The Barbellion Prize is
dedicated to the furtherance of
ill and disabled voices in writing.
On 8 January the shortlist was
released, and we can confirm,
it did not disappoint. Jake
Goldsmith notes that, “We want
the prize to broadly represent
varied genres and writing from
around the world, and maintain
that in the years to come we
will continue to be open to
more published and selfpublished books from disabled

authors across the globe.
Representation of disability
in the publishing industry and
contemporary literature is still
far too low, so we hope that we
can at least do something to
help change that.”
Of the shortlist, Cat Mitchell,
member of the judging panel
and Programme Leader of the
Writing and Publishing degree
at the University of Derby adds,
“These books bring disability

and illness to the forefront,
and give readers an insight
into experiences that are often
marginalised or ignored. They
are all beautiful, heart-breaking,
joyful, entertaining and
ultimately offer an important
and varied view of ill and
disabled lives.”

The Fragments of my Father: A Memoir
of Madness, Love and Being a Carer, by
Sam Mills
(4th Estate)
Whilst growing up, Sam’s father was completely
absent from her life and she never understood why.
Later as she began to understand, her mother died
and she was left as the primary carer of her father,
a man who experienced a rare form of paranoid
schizophrenia.
A captivating memoir on what it means to be a
carer, combining the stories of other carers that
Sam admires and another she hopes she does
not become. Sam carries you through the book
filled with emotion, experience and sacrifice. Her
writing exposes her happiest feelings but also the
intimate moments during which she was the most
vulnerable.
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Sanatorium, by Abi
Palmer
(Penned in the Margins)

For more information on the prize you can visit The Barbellion
Prize website here, or email thebarbellionprize@mail.com

Golem Girl: A Memoir, by
Riva Lehrer
(One World)
When the founder and
director of the Disability
Visibility Project exclaims
“Read it!”at the end of her
review, I think we all knew
this was going to be a book
with incredible power. Riva
Lehrer’s extraordinary story
of creativity and resistance
invites and then gradually
pulls us to explore a world
where human bodies can
become any form and take
any shape. Riva was born with
spina bifida and spent most
of her childhood with doctors
attempting to ‘fix’ her. But,
after beginning to paint
at an artists group during
adulthood, she began to
move away from thinking that
she was broken, and instead
began shouting about all
the ways she was not. The
book is clearly the work of an
incredible artist, who not only
has a way with paint, but who
sees words as the vehicle for
connection and exploration.

A book that uses tones of
memoir and essay combined
with those of a poem, Abi
Palmer’s Sanatorium is a
celebration of metaphor
and description like nothing
I have read for years. A
stunning and accessible
story of disability that holds
nothing back. After spending
a month in a thermal waterbased rehabilitation facility
in Budapest, a young woman
returns to London and
attempts to replicate the
therapy in an £80 inflatable
blue bathtub. Throughout
the book this tub gradually
becomes a metaphor for
the intrusion of disability
on an individual’s life. The
novel is an experimental and
gloriously compelling debut.

Kika & Me, by Amit
Patel
(Pan Macmillan)
Kika & Me is an inspirational
story full of pain and love,
but one that does not shy
away from the drastic
changes that life can force
upon us. Amit Patel was
working as a trauma doctor
when he was diagnosed
with a rare condition that
caused him to lose his
eyesight within thirty-six
hours. The book follows
Amit’s transition back into
his daily life without vision
and eventually with his
new sidekick, guide dog
Kika. The story may focus
on Amit and Kika, but the
relationship Amit has with
his wife Seema and their
children makes it one of
immense strength. Outside
of his writing, Amit also
continues to champion for
disability access.
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Chinua Achebe’s Things Fall Apart:
The Evolution of its Cover Design

“

T

P

ublished in 1958 London
by C.W Bacon, the first
cover sports a striking
green background. The vibrant
colours and the intentional
placement of the two men
backdropped against a
missionary church alludes to
the novel’s overarching theme
of colonisation. We can also,
regrettably, see the fetishisation
of exotic tribal culture, a major
problem in illustrated book
covers depicting colonised
subjects that persists to this
very day. The accompanying
blurb that describes the Igbo
people as “primitive” reinforces
these racial stereotypes of
colonial and postcolonial British
society.
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he first US edition was
published in 1959 by New
York House, McDowell
Obolensky. This one offers a
darker, emotional contrast to
the colourful British edition,
featuring the first mention
of that famous tagline, “The
Story of a Strong Man”, which
has been used to characterise
the novel throughout the
decades. In the aforementioned
interview, Achebe asserts
that this cover gained more
attention than the UK edition,
which Heinemann considered
cutting off at 2000 copies.
Indeed, this cover sets an
appropriate dark tone for a
novel in which the protagonist,
Okonkwo, and his family go
through a mammoth mental
strain that makes them
question their very existence.
While Achebe finds that the
Nigerian may be authentic, it
was not his favourite cover.

“

Considered his magnum opus, Achebe’s Things Fall Apart is
arguably the most widely circulated text in the African literary
canon. It was published as part of Heinemann’s controversial
African Writers Series where African English-language titles
were made to produce money, and material, for the UK
market. In an interview with David Chioni Moore and Analee
Heath on the 50th anniversary of the novel’s publication, the
dearly departed Achebe discussed how little a say he had on
the cover designs.

T

T

T

he novel was first
published as part of
the Heinemann African
Writers Series in 1963 Britain.
Dennis Duerdon, the cover
artist for this British paperback,
opted for a more toned-down
colour palette. The orange,
however, was cleverly used to
allude to the Vintage Penguin
Classics series in order to rouse
interest. Set in the late 1890s,
the majority of the story takes
place within the fictional village
of Umuofia, situated west of
Onitsha in Nigeria. The novel’s
Igbo culture reflects that of
Achebe’s own experience
growing up in Ogidi, where
Igbo-speaking people lived in
independent villages.

his 1976 African Writers
Series edition leaves a
bold impression. Achebe
notes: “We started in 1958 with
a blurb about primitive society
from the inside, then moved
to late ‘60s and ‘70s more
revolutionary, more violent,
more politicised imagery,
on to more abstract 1980s
presentations, and finally
an August world literature
treatment here in 2008.” Clearly
a publisher ploy to cash-in on
contemporary politics, this
cover alludes to the KKK’s
burning crosses and escalating
racial tensions. The culturally
deaf, near-anachronistic
machete is but one example
of how this edition warped the
novel for marketability, playing
into fears of the savage African.
Another can be found in the
blurb, where “Ibo” is mistakenly
transcribed as “Obi”, a mistake
which persists for decades and
went on to sully future editions.

O

ne of Achebe’s favourite
editions is the Everyman’s
Library cover of 1992. The
illustrious format announced
Achebe as a leading figure in
the canon of world literature
and the author of a key text
taught across the world. In
lieu of depicting the novel’s
character, Achebe graces the
sleeve in a design that is far
more respectful than previous
attempts. As Achebe notes, a
paperback – easily distributed
and accessible – is unable to
command the respect of this
elegant Everyman hardcover
which effortlessly reinforces his
status as a renowned author.

his 2006 edition by
Penguin Books differs
greatly from previous
editions, notably by virtue of its
focus on mental, and physical,
breakdown. The splitting of
Okonkwo’s face and the soil,
perhaps a metaphor for social
breakdown within the novel’s
communities, represents its
themes accurately. While
the novel offers a detailed
exploration of tribal suffering
under colonisation within the
third section, the book is first
and foremost an exploration
of Okonkwo’s life and that of
his family. The authoritative
Mandela quote at the bottom of
the cover further marks it as an
influential classic.
Unlike many Western authors
of the time, Achebe portrayed
his community in a sympathetic
light, causing a revolutionary
stir in world literature. As
expected, the evolution of
its cover design mirrors the
trajectory of the text’s literary
perception: 21st century readers
have grown to be a little more
culturally aware.
It was Achebe’s hope that in
future, “… references to the
exotic or the primitive or the
Other will have gone ... and
that whatever is happening
in Africa will be handled just
as something happening
in Australia, America or
elsewhere.”
You can find the full
interview here.
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What Does 2021 Have
in Store for British
Bookshops?
So, what worked in 2020?
Online orders for books surged. This was cause
for concern for smaller local stores who found it
difficult to compete with the likes of Waterstones
and Amazon, companies able to offer a quick and
easy way to shop online. This sudden change in
shopping habits prompted independent shops
to think creatively, and we saw many smaller
bookshops engaging with customers in new ways.
A great example is the uptake of book delivery by
bike or skateboard, a method used by Glaswegian
bookshop, As Is.
November saw the introduction of Bookshop.org to
the UK, a site giving customers the opportunity to
support local independent bookshops online. As a
B-corporation dedicated to doing public good, the
organisation gives away 75% of their profit margin
to bookshops, authors and the wider bookish
community. So far, Bookshop.org has raised over
£700,000 for indie bookshops.
As lockdowns and restrictions continued towards
Christmas, we saw our favourite bookshops offering
exciting and creative shopping experiences online.
Daunt Books began offering book bundles for each
day of lockdown consisting of a selection of three
books following a particular genre or theme. These
included Great Women Writers, Food Writing and
memoirs, amongst many more.

What didn’t quite hit the mark?
One aspect of book shopping that was sorely
missed was the browsing and communal feeling
of shopping in a real shop alongside real people.
Many of us took to Instagram, or ‘bookstagram’, to
try and foster that feeling of a bookish community,
but website algorithms will never be able to
improve upon the feeling and inspiration you are
offered whilst wandering through a
bookshop.
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Throughout 2020, we witnessed bookshops adapt in various ways to be able
to continue selling stock during times of national restriction. Having made
it to the other side of the weirdest year in history, the Bookshop Highlights
team thought now would be a great time to look back on what sales strategies
worked for bookshops in 2020 and to also offer some predictions for what
the year ahead might have in store for our favourite places.

Social media seems to be the key to replacing the
feeling of browsing. Perhaps sharing images of
bookshelves or videos touring the shop might be a
way to satisfy readers who are hungry to get back
to that ‘real’ bookshop experience.

Our predictions for 2021
It seems clear that more bookshops will have
to increase their ability to provide a click and
collect service and postal deliveries. Even after
lockdowns, people are likely to be nervous about
returning to shopping centres and crowded
places. This could mean more job opportunities
will become available in bookshops as the role
of booksellers look to focus on fulfilling online
orders.

Finally, the impact of COVID-19 means that many
of us no longer have as much disposable income.
Bookshops may start offering products that cost
less than the average price of a book (e.g. literary
gifts, postcards, stationery, etc.) so customers
can still support their favourite bookshop without
having to spend more than they can spare.
Bookshops are certainly under pressure once
again. However, we are hopeful that this pressure
will continue to spark creativity and innovation
from our beloved booksellers, which will only
improve the way we can shop for books. We
can’t wait for what the future holds.

Independent bookshops and physical-only
stores will certainly have to do more in order
to compete with giant wholesalers who offer
a streamlined method of ordering books. This
might include signing up with Bookshops.org
which shares a percentage of the profits from
each book with independent shops. Bookshops
will have to continue offering unique online
shopping experiences (such as book bundles or
personalised orders) in order to stand out from
the crowd.
Shopping online will never top idly browsing filled
shelves and picking up new books that catch your
eye. Recreating that feeling for online shoppers
will prove a challenge for bookshops in 2021. The
staff at Liverpool’s News From Nowhere are now
seasoned professionals when it comes to social
media, consistently sharing images of obscure
or less well-known titles to spark your interest.
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Chart Highlights for
Women Writers
Failosophy by Elizabeth Day

Three Women by Lisa Taddeo

To those unaware of Elizabeth Day’s
immensely popular and brilliant podcast,
How to Fail with Elizabeth Day, she is an
eponymous journalist, novelist and allround great role model who redefines
society’s notion of failure. Since 2018, she
has conversed with guests from all walks
of life. From poets to philosophers and
popstars to campaigners, all share three
failures which run across a spectrum of
severity and theme.

Desire is a fickle concept that is not easy
to capture in text. It can be frantic and
overwhelming, comforting and violent,
fleeting and enduring. Lisa Taddeo’s Three
Women is an ode to female desire in all its
forms, both candid and vicious. Join Sloane,
Maggie and Lina in this raw and sensitive
exploration of sexual politics, as their
stories are told without embellishment.
Recounted in alternating chapters, Taddeo
has woven a piece of non-fiction that reads
like a novel. She knows her subjects like
they are her own creations. A decade in
the making, Three Women is infused with
yearning, abandonment and the turbulent
truths of womanhood.

Review by Emily Simms

Although a delicate size, the handbook for
‘when things go wrong’ has been expertly
written so that every sentence holds value
and purpose. The handbook is interspersed
with some of the most meaningful quotes
that her guests have shared and acutely
relate to the particular failure principle.
The accumulation of everything Day
has learnt from her guests and her own
personal experiences, form her seven
failure principles which guide the book’s
narrative. In being her most authentic self
and embracing vulnerability, Day allows
others to tell their truest story, as well as
her own.
Everyone has suffered loss in some way.
Whether that be a loved one, a job or the
faraway structure of how our lives used to
be, it is more than enough for us to just be.
During a time in which many of us want to
shed the ghost of last year’s expectations,
we find ourselves starting off the new year
with three months of lockdown. Life isn’t
halted and time still continues. We need
to be kinder to ourselves in admitting that
our goals and resolutions may not happen
and that’s not a negative reflection of us. In
the words of Day, “learning how to fail in life
actually means learning how to succeed.”
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Review by Alex Haywood

Daisy Jones and the Six by Taylor Jenkins
Reid
Review by Robyn Hewson

For my first book of the new year, I decided to pick a
novel which would transport me far away from 2021.
In her latest bestseller, Jenkins Reid takes us on a
journey through 1970s America, where notorious rock
band Daisy Jones and the Six are taking the world by
storm.
Through interviews with each of the members,
the remarkable story of the band’s rise to fame is
unravelled and the rivalry, lust and jealousy between
the members is exposed. Writing the story from the
perspective of multiple characters allows Reid to
create an intricate, layered narrative which holds the
reader’s interest until the very last page. She delves
into the darker elements of the band’s story, and
her vivid portrayal of drug addiction, recovery and
relapse is particularly compelling.

There is a striking sense of duality between the
characters in the novel. Reid represents Billy and
Daisy as a mirror image of one another, while Karen
and Camila are presented as opposing figures. Yet,
they both make sacrifices to achieve happiness.
I would highly recommend reading Daisy Jones and
the Six before the eagerly awaited TV adaptation
graces our screens in 2021. The novel provides the
perfect dose of escapism to transport you away
from our current reality and into the intoxicating
world of 1970s rock ‘n’ roll.
When I finished the novel, I found myself wishing
Daisy Jones and the Six were a real band, whose
songs I could play on repeat. To me, that’s evidence
of Reid’s superb storytelling and I can’t wait to see
these characters brought to life even further on
screen.

Taddeo does not shy away from the
helplessness of sex, exposing the
dynamics of power that are evident when
we compare our fantasies to reality. Here,
I must include a trigger warning for the
dealing of rape and sexual assault. After
all, where there is desire there can also be
destruction. Jumping from polyamory to
affairs, I defy anyone, not just women, who
says they cannot identify in some way, with
these stories. Three Women is not simply
enjoyable, rather, it is essential. This is the
kind of book that you’ll be thinking about
for months after you finish reading – just
long enough for Taddeo’s debut fiction
Animal to come out later this year.
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New Year’s Resolutions:
The Books to Help!
Each New Year, people embrace resolutions as a way to set goals for themselves.
After such an unpredictable year, many have looked to the start of 2021 as a
turning point for personal change. The following books can help readers stay on
track with their resolutions with relevant resources and inspiring stories.
Just Kids by Patti Smith

The Self-Love Experiment by Shannon Kaiser
If, like me, 2020 was a year of stress and anxiety, and for 2021, your
New Year’s resolution is to take a little time for yourself and improve
on your self-care, The Self-Love Experiment by Shannon Kaiser is
the book for you. A touchingly vulnerable read as Kaiser shares real
world experiences, this is the perfect guide for anyone looking to
gain the self-confidence they need to reach their goals this year.
Incredibly relatable with anecdotes of learning to accept your body
and appreciate the parts of yourself you initially saw as unlovable,
The Self-Love Experiment teaches us to be kinder to ourselves
and prioritise our physical health and mental well-being more
than ever. If your resolution this year is to practice more self-care,
Shannon Kaiser’s book will undoubtedly place you one step closer to
achieving that goal.

Scrolling social media or talking with friends has made one thing clear:

we dread the idea of wasting our lives, stuck in monotony, not living to
the fullest. This new year, I am vowing to be more present in my life, even
if my days are still a monotonous repeat of the last ten months spent
at home. Smith’s acclaimed memoir is the book that reminds me to be
here and now. Discussing her youth in NYC as a struggling artist with
best friend and photographer Robert Mapplethorpe, Smith’s free spirit
permeates every word. Even in the dark times, she is grounded and open
to new challenges and experiences. Have a read and learn her wonderful
lessons.

Solutions and Other Problems by Allie Brosh
Finding the silver linings or light-hearted moments in the difficult
situations we face can be a much-needed, encouraging outlook for the
new year. Solutions and Other Problems is Allie Brosh’s newest hilarious
yet heart-wrenching visual memoir. Brosh walks readers through a series
of vignettes in signature comic form. From simple, silly moments to the
devastating lowest of lows, she explores serious topics like grief, loss,
and loneliness through her cheerfully bold artwork. Brosh reflects on her
childhood and adult life in a way that cultivates joy and empathy among
those who read about her experiences.

Digital Minimalism: Choosing a Focussed Life in a Noisy
World by Cal Newport
If there’s one thing that 2020 increased, it was the time that we all
spent online. Whether it was a day of Teams meetings or a tipsy
Zoom quiz, keeping up with the Twitter news or binge-watching
Netflix, I think it’s safe to say that we are digitally exhausted. Cal
Newport’s book Digital Minimalism is the Marie Kondo of our digital
worlds, teaching us how to declutter our lives and headspace and,
ultimately, how we can live “a focussed life in a noisy world”. This
book teaches you how to rethink the way you use social media,
reprioritise your work/life balance and rediscover the
world outside of your screens.
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The Hairy Bikers’ One Pot Wonders by Si King
and Dave Myers
Out with the old… Putting food at the top of my New Year’s
resolution list is about discovering new and exciting recipes to
escape the repetition of the food menu from the previous year. If,
like me, you sit down to plan the weekly shop only to find yourself
desperately lacking in inspiration then you need to grab a copy of
The Hairy Bikers’ One Pot Wonders. Not only are the recipes simple
and packed with no-fuss, easy-to-buy ingredients, they can be
popped into the same cooking pot, saving time on washing up
afterwards! With over 100 tasty recipes to choose from, 2021 is set
to be a culinary adventure.

Humankind by Rutger Bregman
After a year that placed words like ‘doomscrolling’ firmly into our
vocabulary, it would be no surprise if you were searching for a
little more optimism in 2021. However difficult that may seem,
Humankind is guaranteed to give you a positive outlook on the
world. By taking well-known experiments such as the Milgram
experiment, and stories that seem to show humanity at its worst,
like Lord of the Flies, Bregman forces us to reconsider our darker
outlook on the world. Overall, Humankind compels us to create a
better world by believing that we are already in a great one. It is a
well-researched and comforting read that will have you hanging on
to every page.
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CLASSIC NOVELS:
R e co m m e n d at i on s
for the New Year

As we enter the New Year

more classic literature, then

it is notorious for us all to

this feature will be the perfect

set many goals. I am certain

guide for you. There will be

that many readers will find

four recommendations for you

themselves with a new or

to consider ranging from all

growing TBR and more book

genres to explore the classical

goals this year. If one of your

scope and help you to decide

resolutions this year is to read which classic is for you.
On The Road by Jack Kerouac
This modern classic may be a better approach if your
classic tastes are more contemporary. On The Road
(1957) is an American bestseller and is one of the most
famous works to have been produced during the Beat
Generation movement. Kerouac’s novel follows Sal
Paradise and his admiration for friend Dean Moriarty.
The roman à clef uses its characters to allude to
many key figures of the Beat Generation, with narrator
Sal embodying Kerouac himself. Other character
comparisons include Dean Moriarty representing Neal
Cassady and Carlo Marx based on Allen Ginsberg.
Kerouac describes and epitomises the Beat lifestyle
in his novel, exploring jazz, sex, drugs and beauty. On
The Road has been praised to be life changing and
although this can’t be a universal feeling, hopefully
Kerouac’s writing stays with you. Whether this
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be negative or positive, it will have a profound
impact on the reader.

Jane Eyre by Charlotte Brontë
For a more gothic and romantic read, Jane Eyre (1847) will certainly
encompass that. The young, titular orphan lives with her Aunt Reed
and cousins, where she is treated poorly and rejected as an outcast.
This leads to Jane Eyre being sent away to attend Lowood School.
After spending many years there as a student and also a teacher,
she leaves to become a governess at Thornfield. As events unfold,
Jane discovers her love for Mr Rochester, who owns Thornfield, but
faces many challenges in the process.
Brontë boldly writes her female protagonist with truth and doesn’t
conform to contextual notions and beliefs. The story is not idealised
or romanticised to an extent where it is no longer believable. Jane
Eyre is a realistic classic story. It is clear that Brontë was writing
ahead of her time and this explains the continued admiration and
deserved popularity of the story. There is relatability with Jane and
this makes for a more heart-warming read. With many classics, the
struggle to enjoy it thoroughly is due to the amount of detail and
complex language. Jane Eyre has its moments of doubt but overall
the language is clear and in well written detail to aid the plot.

Sherlock Holmes by Arthur Conan Doyle
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle is the mastermind behind all the mysteries
and impressive skills of detective Sherlock Holmes. Doyle wrote
56 short stories and 4 novels in the Sherlock canon. There are
many collections which consist of multiple cases including The
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes (1905) and The Case-Book of
Sherlock Holmes (1927). However, a lot of reproductions exist
featuring many cases but if you are after a specific one, it can be
purchased separately.
These short cases pave the way for an easy and enjoyable read of
classic literature. The length of them means you can sit down with
a nice hot drink and match it with a perfect read. They are equally
thought provoking and exciting. The iconic detective first appeared
in A Study in Scarlet (1887) and other most famous cases include
the Hound of the Baskervilles (1901-1902). Living in 221B Baker
Street with friend Dr John Watson, the pair solve the most mystical
of crimes and puzzles, enticing the reader by the thrilling narration.
Albeit, an element of patience is required to avoid frustration in
reading the cases and eager anticipation for the solution. But rest
assured Holmes will always be successful.

1984 by George Orwell
Nineteen Eighty-Four (1949) was the last published work by Orwell
and is arguably the most famous. The themes and terms used
in the classic remain relevant and influential today with popular
culture referencing Big Brother and Room 101. The novel focuses
on surveillance, control, nationalism and a political dystopia. With
a totalitarian superstate, protagonist Winston Smith longs for
rebellion. The frustration of his growing hatred for the Party and
inability to change it makes for an exciting read.
This is a must read classic and there is no better time than to read it this year. The
masterpiece has multiple film adaptations, which would compliment your read. The
narration cleverly causes for thought and there are uncomfortable elements that
showcase the impressive talent of Orwell. He cleverly and poetically reinforces his main
ideas concluding the novel, creating a satisfying read.
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ANTICIPATED READS
looking
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Flash Fire by T.J. Klune

Taste: My Life Through Food by
Stanley Tucci

Flash Fire is the spectacular sequel to
The Extraordinaries, a contemporary
fantasy where superheroes roam the
streets of Nova City. The series follows
Nick, an extraordinaries superfan and
popular fanfiction writer, as he embarks
on a dangerous quest to make himself
extraordinary. In Flash Fire, new and
potentially villainous extraordinaries
are arriving in Nova City. Nick, and the
superhero boyfriend he’s always wanted,
must decide the motivations of the
latest super powered individuals. But
Nick’s focus lies elsewhere. His fanfiction
writing keeps getting in the way of his
superhero side job and he might not be
prepared to protect his city from harm.
Flash Fire is sure to be a hilarious and
extraordinary novel from bestselling
author T.J. Klune.

The award winning actor, and self-professed
foodie Stanley Tucci brings us this charming and
delicious memoir of his life both in and out of the
kitchen. Synonymous with films such as The Devil
Wears Prada, The Hunger Games, and Julie & Julia,
Tucci has become a household name known by
many, but few recognise the gastronomical talent
he also brings to the table (as well as making
the perfect Negroni). With his signature humour
and wit, Tucci shares the magic of home-cooking
through anecdotes and tales from his childhood
growing up in an Italian American family in New
York, through to falling in love with his wife over
dinner, and every delectable story in between.
Taste reflects the ways in which life and food
intersect, from the good times, as well as the bad,
the gastronomical triumphs, to the burnt toast
disasters, this book is an absolute feast and one
we can’t wait to devour.
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Pop Song: Adventures in Art and
Intimacy by Larissa Pham
‘Art preserves; bruises fade. Once I could get
past saying, I hurt, I realized I had so much
more to say.’ In this intimate and evocative
memoir-in-essays, Larissa Pham’s debut
work of non-fiction turns to art – from the
work of Nan Goldin and Louise Bourgeois, to
Frank Ocean’s sophomore album Blonde – to
reflect on modern life, love, and loss. Weaving
together the author’s own experiences
with sharp commentary on drugs, sex, and
feminism, Pop Song grapples with the trauma
of heartbreak, which is at once agonisingly
personal and consolingly universal. Detailing
Pham’s feelings of displacement in the
country she grew up in as an Asian American
woman, and her attempts to escape to New
Mexico, China and beyond, her writing is
experimental, intriguing and ultimately full of
heart and hope. Through music, painting and
photography, each essay serves as a reminder
of the consoling power of art – how it
makes us, breaks us, and helps us find
our way back home.
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Genevieve

Under a Starlit Sky by E.M.
Castellan
In this brilliant and thrilling follow-up to
Castellan’s Shadow in the Sun, Henriette
is fulfilling her promise to use her magic
to help the King build the enchanted
Palace of Versailles he’s always craved.
However, when her deteriorating health
forces her to step aside, she finds her
powerful position and influence in the
court threatened. So, when she starts
to experience a new surge of power
and forms unexpected bonds with old
enemies, she will be faced with a deadly
choice – use her magic to help the House
of Bourbon stay in power, or use it to help
her secure her own place at the
centre of the court.
Laura
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